
Mediacentre tutorial

terrain Modelling with 
Sketchup
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Make sure you have completed the following:

1. Obtained contour files (shape files). 
if your site is in auckland, information can be accessed through:
http://itadmin.creative.auckland.ac.nz/projects/akcity/others.php
If your site is elsewhere, shape files can be downloaded from LINZ: 
http://www.linz.govt.nz/topography/topo-maps/map-chooser/index.aspx

2. Export a 3D dwg (Autocad format) file using ArcMap and ArcScene.
refer to the ‘Modelling topography’ tutorial for detailed steps:
http://vimeo.com/14200925

why use google Sketchup?

1. easy use
2. Fast processing
3. if you model using Sketchup

disadvantages:

It can be difficult to modify the terrain accurately and there is less control compared with Rhino, 
however, you can export the terrain model into rhino afterwards by saving the file as dwg or 3ds.

getting Started
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1. open sketchup [start--all programs--cad+3d--google sketchup]

2. Import dwg [file--import--select your dwg file]

Note: when choosing your file, remember to change file type to ‘cad files dwg, dxf’ or the file may 
not show up

Step 1: iMporting dwg
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1. remember to change the options when importing. 

2. Select options--scale--meters

3. open

Step 2: changing optionS
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1. Select all contours [or press ctrl + a]

2. draw--sandbox--from contours

Step 3: creating terrain
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1. wait patiently while sketchup process [take note of the bar at the bottom left corner of the 
screen, it shows the percentage of file processed]

Step 4: wait patiently
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Your final terrain model should look like the image below. 

note: the terrain is an independent mesh, the contour lines still exist. you may choose to delete 
the contours or leave them for reference or use for alteration later on. 

Step 5: the Final terrain Model
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1. File--export--3d Model

Step 6: exporting File
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1. choose either export type 3ds or dwg for use in rhino and 3ds Max

Step 7: Saving


